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(54) Full duplex transmission

(57) A digital communication system is presented
implementing a data transmission method which allows
each of a pair of communication devices coupled to a
transmission line to both transmit and receive data dur-
ing each cycle of a clock signal (i.e., simultaneous bidi-
rectional data transmission). The digital communication
system includes a first and second communication de-
vices coupled to opposite ends of a transmission line.
Both the first and second communication devices oper-
ate in response to a periodic clock signal. The first and
second communication devices simultaneously: (i) drive

an output data signal upon the transmission line during
a first portion of a period of the clock signal, and (ii) re-
ceive an input signal from the transmission line during
a remainder of the period of the clock signal. The com-
munication devices may be coupled to receive the clock
signal via a clock signal line, or may include circuitry to
generate and synchronize two separate clock signals.
One embodiment of an input/output driver circuit is de-
scribed, along with timing requirements which must be
observed in order to achieve simultaneous bidirectional
data transmission.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] This invention relates to digital communication
systems, and more particularly to bidirectional digital da-
ta transmission via a single transmission medium.

2. Description of the Relevant Art

[0002] Digital electronic devices typically communi-
cate via electrical signals (e.g., voltage and/or current)
driven upon electrical conductors (e.g., metal wires). As
the operating frequencies (i.e., "speeds") of digital elec-
tronic devices increase, electrical conductors used to
route signals between components (i.e., signal lines)
begin to behave like transmission lines. Transmission
lines have characteristic impedances. If the input imped-
ance of a receiving device connected to a transmission
line does not match the characteristic impedance of the
transmission line, a portion of an incoming signal is re-
flected back toward a sending device. Such reflections
cause the received signal to be distorted. If the distortion
is great enough, the receiving device may erroneously
interpret the logical value of the incoming signal.
[0003] Binary digital signals typically have a low volt-
age level associated with a logic low (i.e., a logic "0"), a
high voltage level associated with a logic high (i.e., a
logic "1"), "rise times" associated with transitions from
the low voltage level to the high voltage level, and "fall
times" associated with transitions from the high voltage
level to the low voltage level. A signal line behaves like
a transmission line when the signal rise time (or signal
fall time) is short with respect to the amount of time re-
quired for the signal to travel the length of the signal line
(i.e., the propagation delay time of the signal line). As a
general rule, a signal line begins to behave like a trans-
mission line when the propagation delay time of the sig-
nal line is greater than about one-quarter of the signal
rise time (or signal fall time).
[0004] Resistive "termination" techniques are often
applied to transmission lines, and signal lines long
enough to behave like transmission lines, in order to re-
duce reflections and the resultant signal distortion. One
or more electrically resistive elements may be inserted
between each sending device and the signal line (i.e.,
transmission line) in order to cause the effective output
impedances of the sending devices to more closely
match the characteristic impedance of the transmission
line. Similarly, one or more electrically resistive ele-
ments may be inserted between each receiving device
and the transmission line in order to cause the effective
input impedances of the receiving devices to more
closely match the characteristic impedance of the trans-
mission line.
[0005] Various techniques exist which allow signals to

travel in opposite directions along a single electrical path
(i.e., bidirectional data transmission). Such bidirectional
data transmission techniques may be employed to re-
duce the total number of electrical conductors required
in digital communication systems.
[0006] Fig. 1 is a diagram of an exemplary digital com-
munication system 10 employing a bidirectional data
transmission technique. Digital communication system
10 includes a first communication device 12a and a sec-
ond communication device 12b connected to opposite
ends of a transmission line 14. Communication devices
12a and 12b are synchronized to drive data signals upon
transmission line 14 during alternate periods of the clock
signal. Transmission line 14 includes at least two elec-
trical conductors, and may be, for example, a single wire
routed above an electrically conductive ground plane, a
coaxial cable, or a pair of wires twisted together (i.e., a
twisted pair of wires). Communication device 12a in-
cludes an input/output (I/O) driver 16a and an I/O termi-
nal 18a connected to one end of transmission line 14.
Communication device 12b includes an I/O driver 16b
and an I/O terminal 18b connected to the other end of
transmission line 14. I/O drivers 16 include circuitry for
driving electrical signals upon the respective I/O termi-
nals 18, and for receiving input signals from I/O termi-
nals 18. I/O drivers 16a and 16b operate synchronously
in response to a periodic clock signal. Communication
devices 12a and 12b may be coupled to receive the
clock signal via a clock signal line, or may include cir-
cuitry to generate and synchronize two separate clock
signals.
[0007] Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating the cyclic nature
of the bidirectional data transmission technique em-
ployed by digital communication system 10. Each period
of the clock signal begins with a transition from a first
voltage level "V1" to a second voltage level "V2", where
V2 > V1 (i.e., a rising edge of the clock signal). During a
first period of the clock signal (i.e., a first clock cycle)
22, communication device 12a drives a data signal upon
transmission line 14 via I/O driver 16a and I/O terminal
18a, and communication device 12b receives the data
signal via I/O terminal 18b and I/O driver 16b. During a
second clock cycle 24 immediately following first clock
cycle 22, communication device 12b drives a data signal
upon transmission line 14 via I/O driver 16b and I/O ter-
minal 18b, and communication device 12a receives the
data signal via I/O terminal 18a and I/O driver 16a. The
data transmission cycle repeats itself as shown in Fig.
2 with communication devices 12a and 12b alternately
driving and receiving data.
[0008] Transmission line 14 has a characteristic im-
pedance "Zo". In order to reduce signal reflections within
transmission line 14, I/O drivers 16a-b drive respective
I/O terminals 18a-b with an output resistance equal to
Zo, and electrically couple I/O terminals 18a-b to the
second voltage level through an electrical resistance
equal to Zo while in a receive mode.
[0009] Fig. 3 is a timing diagram illustrating exemplary
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voltage levels within digital communication system 10
during employment of the bidirectional data transmis-
sion technique. At a time "t1" in Fig. 3, the clock signal
transitions from the first voltage level "V1" to the second
voltage level "V2", beginning a first clock signal period
in which communication device 12a drives data upon
transmission line 14 and communication device 12b re-
ceives the data. During the first clock signal period, com-
munication device 12a is to drive the first voltage level
"V1" (e.g., a logic '0') upon transmission line 14 via I/O
driver 16a and I/O terminal 18a.
[0010] I/O drivers 16a-b cannot drive respective I/O
terminals 18a-b immediately, and an output delay time
"tOUT" results. At a time "t2", delayed from time "t1" by
"tOUT", I/O driver 16b electrically couples I/O terminal
18b to the second voltage level, and I/O driver 16a
drives I/O terminal 18a. As the output resistance of driv-
er 16a is equal to the characteristic impedance "Zo" of
transmission line 14, the signal launched upon transmis-
sion line 14 by communication device 12a via I/O termi-
nal 18a at time "t2" has a voltage level midway between
"V1" and "V2".
[0011] A propagation delay time "tPROP" is required for
a signal to travel from one end of transmission line 14
to the other. At time "t3", delayed from time "t2" by
"tPROP", the signal launched upon transmission line 14
by communication device 12a at time "t2" arrives at I/O
terminal 18b, and I/O terminal 18b assumes the voltage
level midway between "V1" and "V2".
[0012] I/O driver 16b compares the voltage level
present upon I/O terminal 18b to a reference voltage
having a value greater than midway between "V1" and
"V2" (e.g., two-thirds the difference between "V1" and
"V2"). At a time "t," following "t3", the clock signal tran-
sitions from "V1" to "V2", beginning a second clock signal
period. At time "t4" the voltage level present upon I/O
terminal 18b is less than the reference voltage, and I/O
driver 16b produces and provides voltage level "V1" (e.
g., a logic '0') to communication device 12b as the input
data signal received from communication device 12a.
[0013] During the second clock signal period begin-
ning at time "t4", communication device 12b drives data
upon transmission line 14 and communication device
12a receives the data. Specifically, communication de-
vice 12b is to drive the first voltage level "V1" (e.g., a
logic '0') upon transmission line 14 via I/O driver 16b and
I/O terminal 18b. As I/O drivers 16a-b cannot drive re-
spective I/O terminals 18a-b immediately, output delay
time "tOUT" results. At a time "t5", delayed from time "t4"
by "tOUT", I/O driver 16b drives I/O terminal 18a to the
first voltage level "V1", and I/O driver 16b electrically
couples I/O terminal 18a to the second voltage level
"V2".
[0014] The signal launched upon transmission line 14
by communication device 12b at time "t5" has the first
voltage level "V1". At a time "t6", delayed from time "t5"
by "tPROP", the signal launched upon transmission line
14 by communication device 12b at time "t5" arrives at

I/O terminal 18a. As I/O driver 16a electrically couples
I/O terminal 18a to "V2" through an electrical resistance
equal to Zo, and I/O driver 16b drives I/O terminal 18b
to "V1" through an electrical resistance equal to Zo, the
voltage levels at I/O terminals 18a and 18b stabilize to
the voltage level midway between "V1" and "V2" at time
"t6".
[0015] I/O driver 16a compares the voltage level
present upon I/O terminal 18a to the reference voltage.
At a time "t7" following "t6", the clock signal transitions
from "V1" to "V2", beginning a third clock signal period.
At time "t7" the voltage level present upon I/O terminal
18a is less than the reference voltage, and I/O driver
16a produces and provides voltage level "V1" (e.g., a
logic '0') to communication device 12a as the input data
signal received from communication device 12b.
[0016] It would be beneficial to have a data transmis-
sion system and method allowing each of a pair of com-
munication devices coupled to a transmission line to
both transmit and receive data during each cycle of a
clock signal (i.e., simultaneous bidirectional data trans-
mission). Such a data transmission system would po-
tentially double the data transmission rate over the
transmission line.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0017] Particular and preferred aspects of the inven-
tion are set out in the accompanying independent and
dependent claims. Features of the dependent claims
may be combined with those of the independent claims
as appropriate and in combinations other than those ex-
plicitly set out in the claims.
[0018] The problems outlined above are in large part
solved by a digital communication system implementing
a data transmission method which allows each of a pair
of communication devices coupled to a transmission
line to both transmit and receive data during each cycle
of a clock signal (i.e., simultaneous bidirectional data
transmission). The digital communication system in-
cludes first and second communication devices coupled
to opposite ends of a transmission line. Both the first
and second communication devices operate in re-
sponse to a periodic clock signal. The first and second
communication devices simultaneously: (i) drive an out-
put data signal upon the transmission line during a first
portion of a period of the clock signal, and (ii) receive an
input signal from the transmission line during a remain-
der of the period of the clock signal. The communication
devices may be coupled to receive the clock signal via
a clock signal line, or may include circuitry to generate
and synchronize two separate clock signals.
[0019] The first and second communication devices
may include an input/output (I/O) driver circuit. Each I/
O driver circuit may include an I/O node operably cou-
pled to the transmission line, an output driver section
coupled to the I/O node, and an input section coupled
to the I/O node. The output driver section may receive
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the output data signal from the corresponding commu-
nication device and drive the output data signal upon
the I/O node during the first portion of the clock signal
period. The input section may receive the input signal
from the I/O node during the remainder of the clock sig-
nal period, produce an input data signal based upon the
input signal, and provide the input data signal to the cor-
responding communication device.
[0020] The output driver section may also receive the
clock signal from the corresponding communication de-
vice. During the first portion of the clock signal period,
the output driver section may operate in a "drive" mode,
and may drive the output data signal upon the I/O node.
During the remainder of the clock signal, the output driv-
er section may operate in a "terminate" mode, and may
electrically couple the I/O node to a power supply volt-
age through an electrical resistance in order to reduce
signal reflections within the transmission line.
[0021] In one embodiment, the output driver and the
input sections of the I/O driver circuit are responsive to
periodic transitions in the clock signal from a first voltage
level to a second voltage level, wherein the second volt-
age level is greater than the first voltage level (i.e., rising
edges of the clock signal). An output delay time is re-
quired for the output driver section to drive the output
data signal upon the input/output node, and a propaga-
tion delay time is required for a signal to travel from one
end of the transmission line to the other. In order for the
output data signal driven upon the transmission line by
one communication device to reach the other commu-
nication device within the first portion of the clock signal
period, the first portion of the clock signal period must
be greater than or equal to the sum of the output delay
time of the output driver section and the propagation de-
lay time of the transmission line.
[0022] The input section may require an input "setup"
time immediately before each rising edge of the clock
signal during which the input signal must be substantial-
ly constant at the I/O node. The setup time must be ob-
served in order for the input section to produce the cor-
rect input data signal. In this case, the remainder of the
clock signal period must be greater than or equal to the
setup time of the input section. In addition, the period of
the clock signal must be greater than or equal to the sum
of the output delay time of the output driver section, the
propagation delay time of the transmission line, and the
setup time of the input section.
[0023] The input section may also require an input
"hold" time immediately following the rising edge of the
clock signal during which the input signal must be sub-
stantially constant at the I/O node. Like the setup time,
the hold time must be observed in order for the input
section to produce the correct input data signal. In this
case, the output delay time of the output driver section
must be greater than the hold time of the input section.
In addition, in order for the input signal to be substan-
tially constant at the I/O node during the setup and hold
times of the input section, the propagation delay time of

the transmission line must be greater than the sum of
the remainder of the clock signal period and the hold
time of the input section.
[0024] The present method for achieving simultane-
ous bidirectional data transmission includes coupling
first and second communication devices to opposite
ends of a transmission line. The first and second com-
munication devices are configured to operate in re-
sponse to a periodic clock signal, and to simultaneously:
(i) drive an output data signal upon the transmission line
during a first portion of a period of the clock signal, and
(ii) receive an input data signal from the transmission
line during a remainder of the period of the clock signal.
Again, the communication devices may be coupled to
receive the clock signal via a clock signal line, or may
include circuitry to generate and synchronize two sepa-
rate clock signals.
[0025] The output driver section of the I/O driver cir-
cuit may include driver control logic, a first and second
switching elements coupled to the I/O node, a first elec-
trical resistance coupled between the first switching el-
ement and a first power supply voltage (e.g., VDD), and
a second electrical resistance coupled between and the
second switching element and a second power supply
voltage (e.g., VSS). The driver control logic may receive
the output data signal and the periodic clock signal, and
may produce a first and second control signals. The first
switching element may be coupled to receive the first
control signal, and may electrically couple the I/O node
to the first power supply voltage through the first elec-
trical resistance in response to the first control signal.
The second switching element may receive the second
control signal, and may electrically couple the I/O node
to the second power supply voltage through the second
electrical resistance in response to the second control
signal. The driver control logic may generate the first
and second control signals such that the first and sec-
ond switching elements: (i) drive the output data signal
upon the I/O node during the first portion of the clock
signal period, and (ii) electrically couple the I/O node to
the first power supply voltage through the first electrical
resistance during the remainder of the period of the
clock signal.
[0026] The driver control logic may include timing log-
ic which receives the periodic clock signal and produces
an output signal which is asserted for the first portion of
the period of the clock signal. The timing logic may be
triggered by the periodic rising edges of the clock signal.
The driver control logic may generate the first and sec-
ond control signals in response to the timing logic output
signal such that the first and second switching elements:
(i) drive the output data signal upon the I/O node when
the timing logic output signal is asserted, and (ii) elec-
trically couple the I/O node to the first power supply volt-
age through the first electrical resistance when the tim-
ing logic output signal is deasserted.
[0027] The input section of the I/O driver circuit may
include a differential amplifier and a memory element.
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The differential amplifier may have a first input terminal
receiving the input signal from the I/O node, and a sec-
ond input terminal receiving a reference voltage. The dif-
ferential amplifier may produce an output signal de-
pendent upon a voltage difference between the input
signal and the reference voltage. The memory element
may receive the differential amplifier output signal and
the clock signal. During each rising edge of the clock
signal, the memory element may store the differential
amplifier output signal and provide the output signal as
the input data signal at an output terminal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0028] Other objects and advantages of the invention
will become apparent upon reading the following de-
tailed description and upon reference to the accompa-
nying drawings in which:

Fig. 1 is a diagram of an exemplary digital commu-
nication system employing a bidirectional data
transmission technique, wherein the digital commu-
nication system includes a pair of communication
devices connected to opposite ends of a transmis-
sion line, and wherein the communication devices
are synchronized to drive data signals upon the
transmission line during alternate periods of a clock
signal;

Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating the cyclic nature of
the bidirectional data transmission technique em-
ployed by the digital communication system of Fig.
1;

Fig. 3 is a timing diagram illustrating exemplary volt-
age levels within the digital communication system
of Fig. 1;

Fig. 4 is a diagram of a digital communication sys-
tem employing a simultaneous bidirectional data
transmission method in accordance with the
present invention, wherein the digital communica-
tion system includes a pair of communication devic-
es connected to opposite ends of a transmission
line, and wherein each communication device in-
cludes an input/output (I/O) driver, and wherein the
communication devices simultaneously drive data
signals upon, and receive data signals from, the
transmission line during each period of a clock sig-
nal;

Fig. 5 is a diagram illustrating the cyclic nature of
the simultaneous bidirectional data transmission
method of the present invention and employed by
the digital communication system of Fig. 4;

Fig. 6 is a diagram of one embodiment of the I/O
driver of each communication device of Fig. 4; and

Fig. 7 is a timing diagram illustrating exemplary volt-
age levels within the digital communication system
of Fig. 4.

[0029] While the invention is susceptible to various
modifications and alternative forms, specific embodi-
ments thereof are shown by way of example in the draw-
ings and will herein be described in detail. It should be
understood, however, that the drawings and detailed de-
scription thereto are not intended to limit the invention
to the particular form disclosed, but on the contrary, the
intention is to cover all modifications, equivalents and
alternatives falling within the scope of the present inven-
tion as defined by the appended claims.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0030] Fig. 4 is a diagram of a digital communication
system 30 employing a simultaneous bidirectional data
transmission method in accordance with the present in-
vention. Digital communication system 30 includes a
first communication device 32a and a second commu-
nication device 32b connected to opposite ends of a
transmission line 34. Communication devices 32a and
32b simultaneously drive data signals upon, and receive
data signals from, transmission line 34 during each pe-
riod of a clock signal.
[0031] Communication device 32a includes an input/
output (I/O) driver 36a and an I/O terminal 38a connect-
ed to one end of transmission line 34. Communication
device 32b includes an I/O driver 36b and an I/O termi-
nal 38b connected to the other end of transmission line
34. I/O drivers 36a-b include circuitry for driving electri-
cal signals upon respective I/O terminals 38a-b, and for
receiving input signals from respective I/O terminals
38a-b. I/O drivers 36a and 36b operate synchronously
in response to the periodic clock signal. Communication
devices 32a-b may be coupled to receive the clock sig-
nal via a clock signal line, or may include circuitry to gen-
erate and synchronize two separate clock signals. Each
communication device 32 may be formed upon a mon-
olithic semiconductor substrate, and each I/O terminal
38 may be a rectangular metal pad formed upon a sur-
face of the corresponding substrate.
[0032] Transmission line 34 includes at least two elec-
trical conductors, and may be, for example, a single wire
routed above an electrically conductive ground plane, a
coaxial cable, or a pair of wires twisted together (i.e., a
twisted pair of wires). Transmission line 34 has a char-
acteristic impedance "Zo" and a length "l". A signal prop-
agation delay "tPROP" is required for a signal to travel
from one end of transmission line 34 to the other (i.e.,
to traverse length "l" of transmission line 34).
[0033] Fig. 5 is a diagram illustrating the cyclic nature
of the simultaneous bidirectional data transmission
method of the present invention and employed by digital
communication system 30. Each cycle of the clock sig-
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nal begins with a transition from a first voltage level "V1"
to a second voltage level "V2" where V2 > V1 (i.e., a rising
edge of the clock signal). During a first portion 40a of a
first period of the clock signal, communication devices
32a-b may both drive an output data signal upon trans-
mission line 34 via respective I/O drivers 36a-b and I/O
terminals 38a-b. During a remaining portion 42a of the
first clock signal period, communication devices 32a-b
may both receive an input signal via respective I/O ter-
minals 38a-b and I/O drivers 36a-b. During a first portion
40b of a second clock signal period, both communica-
tion devices 32a-b may drive an output data signal upon
transmission line 34 via respective I/O drivers 36a-b and
I/O terminals 38a-b. During a remaining portion 42b of
the second clock signal period, communication devices
32a-b may both receive an input signal via respective I/
O terminals 38a-b and I/O drivers 36a-b. The data trans-
mission cycle may repeat itself with communication de-
vices 32a and 32b simultaneously driving output data
signals upon, and receiving input signals from, transmis-
sion line 34 during each period of the clock signal.
[0034] Fig. 6 is a diagram of one embodiment of each
I/O driver 36. Each I/O driver 36 includes an output driv-
er section 44 and an input section 46 coupled to an I/O
node 48. I/O node 48 is electrically connected to the cor-
responding I/O terminal 38 and to one end of transmis-
sion line 34. When data is to be transmitted, output driv-
er section 44 receives an output data signal, an output
enable signal, and the clock signal from the correspond-
ing communication device 32. Output driver section 44
drives the output data signal upon I/O node 48 when the
output enable signal is asserted and during the first por-
tion of the period of the clock signal.
[0035] Input section 46 receives the input signal from
I/O node 48 during the remainder of the period of the
clock signal, derives an input data signal from the input
signal, and provides the input data signal to the corre-
sponding communication device 32.
[0036] In the embodiment of Fig. 6, output driver sec-
tion 44 includes driver control logic 50, a first switching
element 52a, a second switching element 52b, a first
electrical resistor 54a, and a second electrical resistor
54b. First switching element 52a and first resistor 54a
are coupled in series between I/O node 48 and a power
supply potential "VDD", where "VDD" is equal to voltage
level "V2". First switching element 52a receives a first
control signal from driver control logic 50. When the first
control signal is asserted, first switching element 52a
enters a high conductance state, electrically coupling I/
O node 48 to power supply potential "VDD" through first
resistor 54a.
[0037] Second switching element 52b and second re-
sistor 54b are coupled in series between I/O node 48
and a power supply potential "VSS", where "VSS" is equal
to voltage level "V1". Second switching element 52b re-
ceives a second control signal from driver control logic
50. When the second control signal is asserted, second
switching element 52b enters a high conductance state,

electrically coupling I/O node 48 to power supply poten-
tial "VSS" through second resistor 54b. Switching ele-
ments 52 are preferably transistors, and more prefera-
bly metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) transistors.
[0038] In order to reduce signal reflections within
transmission line 34, output driver section 44 preferably
drives I/O node 48 with an output impedance substan-
tially equal to characteristic impedance "Zo" of transmis-
sion line 34. Thus the sum of the value of first resistor
54a and an internal resistance of first switching element
52a is preferably made substantially equal to character-
istic impedance "Zo". Similarly, the sum of the value of
second resistor 54b and an internal resistance of sec-
ond switching element 52b is preferably made substan-
tially equal to characteristic impedance "Zo". For exam-
ple, the internal resistances of first switching element
52a and second switching element 52b may be made
substantially equal to 0 ohms. In this case, first resistor
54a and second resistor 54b preferably have values
substantially equal to characteristic impedance "Zo".
Conversely, the internal resistances of first switching el-
ement 52a and second switching element 52b may be
made substantially equal to characteristic impedance
"Zo". In this case, first resistor 54a and second resistor
54b preferably have values substantially equal to 0
ohms.
[0039] When data is to be transmitted, output driver
section 44 operates in a "drive" mode during the first
portion of a period of the clock signal. Output driver sec-
tion 44 operates in a "terminate" mode: (i) during the
remainder of the clock signal period following data trans-
mission, and (ii) when there is no data to be transmitted.
When data is to be transmitted, driver control logic 50
generates the first and second control signals such that
the output data signal is driven upon I/O node 48. The
output data signal is driven upon I/O node 48 with an
output resistance substantially equal to "Zo".
[0040] In the terminate mode, output driver section 44
resistively "terminates" transmission line 34 to reduce
signal reflections within transmission line 34. Driver con-
trol logic 50 asserts the first control signal placing first
switching element 52a in the high conductance state,
and first switching element 52a electrically couples I/O
node 48 to the second voltage level "V2" (i.e., power
supply voltage VDD) through first resistor 54a. In the ter-
minate mode, first resistor 54a in series with the internal
resistance of first switching element 52a resistively ter-
minates transmission line 34 with a resistance value
substantially equal to characteristic impedance "Zo".
[0041] Driver control logic 50 includes timing logic 56.
Timing logic 56 receives the periodic clock signal and
produces an output signal. The output signal produced
by timing logic 56 may be, for example, asserted for the
first portion of the period of the clock signal and deas-
serted for the remainder of the period of the clock signal.
Timing logic 56 may include, for example, a monostable
multivibrator circuit triggered by the periodic transitions
of the clock signal from "V1" to "V2". Driver control logic
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50 generates the first and second control signals in re-
sponse to the output signal produced by timing logic 56
such that first switching element 52a and second switch-
ing element 52b drive the output data signal upon I/O
node 48 when the output signal produced by timing logic
56 is asserted, and first switching element 52a electri-
cally couples I/O node to power supply voltage VDD
through first resistor 54a when the output signal is de-
asserted.
[0042] Input section 46 includes a differential amplifier
58 and a memory element 60. Differential amplifier 58
has a first input terminal coupled to I/O node 48 and a
second input terminal coupled to a reference voltage
"VREF". The first input terminal receives the input signal
from I/O node 48. Differential amplifier 58 produces an
output signal at an output terminal dependent upon a
voltage difference between the input signal and the ref-
erence voltage. When the input signal is greater than
"VREF", differential amplifier 58 produces an output volt-
age equal to voltage level "V2". When the input signal is
less than "VREF", differential amplifier 58 produces an
output voltage equal to voltage level "V1" (i.e., a logic
'0').
[0043] Memory element 60 receives the output signal
produced by differential amplifier at an input data termi-
nal and the clock signal at a control terminal. When the
clock signal transitions from "V1" to "V2", memory ele-
ment 60 stores the output signal produced by differential
amplifier 58 and produces the output signal as the input
data signal at an output terminal. The input data signal
is coupled to the corresponding communication device
32.
[0044] A method for achieving simultaneous bidirec-
tional data transmission includes coupling first and sec-
ond communication devices, each responsive to a peri-
odic clock signal, to opposite ends of a transmission line.
The first and second communication devices are then
configured to simultaneously: (i) drive an output data
signal upon the transmission line during a first portion
of a period of the clock signal, and (ii) receive an input
data signal from the transmission line during a remain-
der of the period of the clock signal.
[0045] Fig. 7 is a timing diagram illustrating exemplary
voltage levels within digital communication system 30
employing the present simultaneous bidirectional data
transmission method. At a time "t10" in Fig. 7, the clock
signal transitions from voltage level "V1" to voltage level
"V2", beginning a first clock signal period. During a first
portion of the first clock signal period, communication
device 32a drives one end of transmission line 34 with
voltage level "V1" (e.g., a logic '0') via I/O driver 36a and
I/O terminal 38a, and communication device 32b drives
the other end of transmission line 34 with voltage level
"V2" (e.g., a logic '1') via I/O driver 36b and I/O terminal
38b.
[0046] I/O drivers 36a-b cannot drive respective I/O
terminals 38a-b immediately, and an output delay time
"tOUT" results. At a time "t11", delayed from time "t10" by

"tOUT", the voltage level at I/O terminal 38a drops from
voltage level "V2" (e.g., VDD) to midway between voltage
levels "V1" and "V2" as driver 36a drives I/O terminal
38a. The voltage level at I/O terminal 38b remains at the
initial voltage level "V2".
[0047] Propagation delay time "tPROP" is required for
the signals driven upon transmission line 34 to travel
from one end of transmission line 34 to the other. At time
"t12", delayed from time "t11" by "tPROP", the signal
launched upon transmission line 34 by communication
device 32a arrives at I/O terminal 38b, and the signal
launched upon transmission line 34 by communication
device 32b arrives at I/O terminal 38a. I/O terminal 38b
remains at the voltage level midway between voltage
levels "V1" and "V2", and I/O terminal 38b assumes the
voltage level midway voltage levels "V1" and "V2".
[0048] A time "t13" begins a time period "tDRV_OFF" (i.
e., a remainder of the first clock signal period). During
time period "tDRV_OFF", communication devices 32a-b
are in a receive mode and do not drive respective I/O
terminals 38a-b. At time "t13", output driver sections 44
of I/O drivers 36a-b switch from the drive mode to the
terminate mode. Time period "tDRV_OFF" immediately
precedes the next transition of the clock signal from "V1"
to "V2" (i.e., the next rising edge of the clock signal).
[0049] During time period "tDRV_OFF", output driver
sections 44 electrically couple I/O terminals 38 to volt-
age level "V2". As output driver 44 of communication de-
vice 32a stops driving I/O terminal 38a to voltage level
"V1" and electrically couples I/O terminal to voltage level
"V2", the voltage level at I/O pad 38a goes from the volt-
age level midway between voltage levels "V1" and "V2"
to voltage level "V2" at time "t13". Output driver 44 of
communication device 32b stops driving I/O terminal
38b to voltage level "V2" and electrically couples I/O ter-
minal 38b to voltage level "V2" at time "t13". As a result,
the voltage level at I/O pad 38b does not change during
time period "tDRV_OFF" as shown in Fig. 7.
[0050] During time period "tDRV_OFF", differential am-
plifiers 58 within I/O drivers 36 of communication devic-
es 32a-b compare the voltage levels present upon re-
spective I/O terminals 38 (and I/O nodes 48) to refer-
ence voltage "VREF" as described above. Since the volt-
age level of I/O terminal 38a remains at voltage level
"V2" during time period "tDRV_OFF", and voltage level
"V2" is greater than "VREF", differential amplifier 58 with-
in I/O driver 36a produces output voltage level "V2" (e.
g., a logic '1'). Differential amplifier 58 within I/O driver
36b produces voltage level "V1" (e.g., a logic'0') as the
voltage level of I/O terminal 38b during time period
"tDRV_OFF" remains midway between "V1" and "V2" and
less than "VREF".
[0051] At a time "t14" following "t13", a rising edge of
the clock signal occurs, ending time period "tDRV_OFF"
and beginning a second clock signal period. At time
"t14", input sections 46 of I/O drivers 36a-b latch the out-
put signals produced by the respective internal differen-
tial amplifiers 58 and provide the output signals to re-
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spective communication devices 32a-b as input data
signals.
[0052] It is noted that the voltage level "V2" received
by I/O driver 36a of communication device 32a at the
end of the first clock signal period matches the voltage
level driven upon transmission line 34 by I/O driver 36b
of communication device 32b at the beginning of the first
clock signal period. It is also noted that the voltage level
"V1" received by I/O driver 36b of communication device
32b at the end of the first clock signal period matches
the voltage level driven upon transmission line 34 by I/
O driver 36a of communication device 32a at the begin-
ning of the first clock signal period.
[0053] During a first portion of the second clock signal
period, communication device 32a drives one end of
transmission line 34 to voltage level "V1" (e.g., a logic
'0') via I/O driver 36a and I/O terminal 38a, and commu-
nication device 32b drives the other end of transmission
line 34 to voltage level "V1" via I/O driver 36b and I/O
terminal 38b. At a time "t15", delayed from time "t14" by
"tOUT", the voltage level at I/O terminal 38a drops from
voltage level "V2" (e.g., VDD) to the voltage level midway
between voltage levels "V1" and "V2" as I/O driver 36a
begins driving I/O terminal 38a. The voltage level at I/O
terminal 38b drops from the voltage level midway be-
tween "V1" and "V2" to voltage level "V1".
[0054] At a time "t16", delayed from time "t13" by
"tPROP", the voltage level at I/O terminal 38b changes
from voltage level "V1" to midway between voltage lev-
els "V1" and "V2" as the voltage level change introduced
at I/O terminal 38a at time "t13" arrives at I/O terminal
38b.
[0055] At a time "t17", delayed from time "t15" by
"tPROP", the voltage levels at I/O terminals 38 drop from
midway between voltage levels "V1" and "V2" to voltage
level "V1" as the voltage level change introduced at I/O
terminal 38a at time "t15" arrives at I/O terminal 38b, and
the voltage level change introduced at I/O terminal 38b
at time "t15" arrives at I/O terminal 38a.
[0056] A time "t18" begins a second "tDRV_OFF" time
period (i.e., a remainder of the second clock signal pe-
riod). At time "t18", output driver sections 44 of I/O driv-
ers 36a-b switch from the drive mode to the terminate
mode. Time period "tDRV_OFF" immediately precedes
the next transition of the clock signal from "V1" to "V2"
(i.e., the next rising edge of the clock signal).
[0057] During time period "tDRV_OFF", output driver
sections 44 electrically couple I/O terminals 38 to volt-
age level "V2". Output driver 44 of communication de-
vice 32a stops driving I/O terminal 38a to voltage level
"V1" and electrically couples I/O terminal 38a to voltage
level "V2" at time "t18". As a result, the voltage level at
I/O pad 38a goes from voltage level "V1" to the voltage
level midway between "V1" and "V2". Similarly, Output
driver 44 of communication device 32b stops driving I/
O terminal 38b to voltage level - "V1" and electrically
couples I/O terminal 38b to voltage level "V2". As a re-
sult, the voltage level at I/O pad 38b also goes from volt-

age level "V1" to the voltage level midway between "V1"
and "V2" at time "t18".
[0058] At a time "t19" following "t18", a rising edge of
the clock signal occurs, beginning a third clock signal
period. At time "t19", I/O drivers 36a-b latch the output
signals produced by the respective internal differential
amplifiers 58 and provide the output signals to respec-
tive communication devices 32a-b as input data signals
received from the other communication device via trans-
mission line 34. Since the voltage levels of I/O terminals
38a-b are midway between voltage levels "V1" and "V2"
and less than "VREF" during time period "tDRV_OFF", dif-
ferential amplifiers 58 within I/O drivers 36a-b both pro-
duce voltage level "V1".
[0059] It is noted that the voltage level "V1" received
by I/O driver 36a of communication device 32a at the
end of the second clock signal period matches the volt-
age level driven upon transmission line 34 by I/O driver
36b of communication device 32b at the beginning of
the second clock signal period. It is noted that the volt-
age level "V," received by I/O driver 36b of communica-
tion device 32b at the end of the second clock signal
period matches the voltage level driven upon transmis-
sion line 34 by I/O driver 36a of communication device
32a at the beginning of the second clock signal period.
[0060] Fig. 7 reveals several timing requirements
which must be observed in order to achieve simultane-
ous bidirectional data transmission in accordance with
the present invention. First, an output delay time "tOUT"
is required for output driver section 44 of I/O driver 36
to drive I/O node 48. As described above, a propagation
delay time "tPROP" is required for a signal to travel from
one end of transmission line 34 to the other. In order for
a signal driven upon one end of transmission line 34 to
reach the other end during the first portion of the clock
signal period, the first portion of the clock signal period
must be greater than or equal to the sum of the output
delay time "tOUT" and the propagation delay time
"tPROP". The clock signal period is the sum of the first
portion and the remainder, where the remainder is time
period "tDRV_OFF" Thus the clock signal period must be
greater than or equal to the sum of the output delay time
"tOUT", the propagation delay time "tPROP", and time pe-
riod "tDRV_OFF".
[0061] It is contemplated input section 46 of I/O driver
36 may require a "setup" time period immediately prior
to the rising edge of the clock signal during which the
input signal at I/O node 48 must be substantially con-
stant. The setup time must be observed in order for input
section 46 to correctly produce the input data signal. Ac-
cordingly, the remainder of the period of the clock signal
(i.e., time period "tDRV_OFF") must be greater than or
equal to any required setup time of input section 46 of
I/O driver 36.
[0062] It is also likely that the clock signal provided to,
or generated by, communication device 32a may be ad-
vanced or delayed in time from the rising edges of the
clock signal provided to, or generated by, communica-
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tion device 32b. For example, communication devices
32a-b may be coupled to receive the clock signal via a
clock signal line. A difference in the arrival times of the
clock signal at communication devices 32a and 32b is
termed clock "skew". Alternately, each communication
device 32 may generate separate clock signals, and
may include circuitry to synchronize the two separate
clock signals. In this case, an advance or delay of one
clock signal with respect to the other is termed clock "jit-
ter". It is noted that time period "tDRV_OFF" must be great-
er than or equal to the sum of any required setup time
period of input section 46 of I/O driver 36 and any clock
skew or jitter.
[0063] It is also contemplated input section 46 of I/O
driver 36 may require a "hold" time period immediately
following the rising edge of the clock signal during which
the input signal at I/O node 48 must be substantially con-
stant. Like the setup time, the hold time must be ob-
served in order for input section 46 to correctly produce
the input data signal. In order for input section 46 to pro-
duce the input data signal before the output data signal
is driven upon I/O node 48 by output driver section 44,
the output delay time "tOUT" of output driver section 44
must be greater than any required hold time of input sec-
tion 46.
[0064] In order for the input signal at I/O node 48 to
be substantially constant during the setup and hold
times of input section 46, propagation delay time "tPROP"
of transmission line 34 must be greater than the sum of
the remainder of the period of the clock signal (i.e., time
period "tDRV_OFF") and the hold time of input section 46.
[0065] It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art
having the benefit of this disclosure that this invention
is believed to be a data transmission system and meth-
od allowing each of a pair of communication devices
coupled to a transmission line to both transmit and re-
ceive data during each cycle of a clock signal (i.e., si-
multaneous bidirectional data transmission). Further-
more, it is also to be understood that the form of the
invention shown and described is to be taken as exem-
plary, presently preferred embodiments. Various modi-
fications and changes may be made without departing
from the scope of the invention as set forth in the claims.
It is intended that the following claims be interpreted to
embrace all such modifications and changes.

Claims

1. A digital communication system, comprising:
first and second communication devices cou-

pled to opposite ends of a transmission line and op-
erating in response to a periodic clock signal,
wherein the first and second communication devic-
es are configured to simultaneously: (i) drive an out-
put data signal upon the transmission line during a
first portion of a period of the clock signal, and (ii)
receive an input signal from the transmission line

during a remainder of the period of the clock signal.

2. The digital communication system as recited in
claim 1, wherein the first and second communica-
tion devices each comprise an input/output driver
circuit, and wherein each input/output driver circuit
includes:

an input/output node operably coupled to the
transmission line;

an output driver section coupled to the input/
output node and configured to drive the output
data signal upon the input/output node during
the first portion of the period of the clock signal;
and

an input section coupled to the input/output
node and configured to: (i) receive the input sig-
nal from the input/output node during the re-
mainder of the period of the clock signal, and
(ii) produce an input data signal derived from
the input signal.

3. The digital communication system as recited in
claim 2, wherein the output driver section is coupled
to receive the output data signal and the clock sig-
nal, and wherein the output driver section is config-
ured to: (i) drive the output data signal upon the in-
put/output node during the first portion of the period
of the clock signal, and (ii) electrically couple the
input/output node to a power supply voltage through
an electrical resistance during the remainder of the
period of the clock signal.

4. The digital communication system as recited in
claim 2, wherein the output driver section and the
input section are responsive to periodic transitions
in the clock signal from a first voltage level to a sec-
ond voltage level, and wherein the second voltage
level is greater than the first voltage level.

5. The digital communication system as recited in
claim 4, wherein an output delay time is required for
the output driver section to drive the output data sig-
nal upon the input/output node, and wherein a prop-
agation delay time is required for a signal to travel
from one end of the transmission line to the other.

6. The digital communication system as recited in
claim 5, wherein the first portion of the period of the
clock signal is greater than or equal to the sum of
the output delay time and the propagation delay
time.

7. The digital communication system as recited in
claim 5, wherein the input signal must be substan-
tially constant at the input/output node for a setup
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time immediately before each clock signal transition
in order for the input section to produce the input
data signal.

8. The digital communication system as recited in
claim 7, wherein the remainder of the period of the
clock signal is greater than or equal to the setup
time.

9. The digital communication system as recited in
claim 7, wherein the period of the clock signal is
greater than or equal to the sum of the output delay
time, the propagation delay time, and the setup
time.

10. The digital communication system as recited in
claim 5, wherein the input signal must be substan-
tially constant at the input/output node for a hold
time immediately following each clock signal transi-
tion in order for the input section to produce the in-
put data signal.

11. The digital communication system as recited in
claim 10, wherein the output delay time is greater
than the hold time.

12. The digital communication system as recited in
claim 10, wherein the propagation delay time is
greater than the sum of the remainder of the period
of the clock signal and the hold time.

13. A method for achieving simultaneous bidirectional
data transmission, comprising:

coupling first and second communication de-
vices to opposite ends of a transmission line;

configuring the first and second communication
devices to respond to a periodic clock signal
and to simultaneously: (i) drive an output data
signal upon the transmission line during a first
portion of a period of the clock signal, and (ii)
receive an input signal from the transmission
line during a remainder of the period of the clock
signal.

14. An input/output driver circuit, comprising:

an input/output node; and

an output driver section coupled to the input/
output node and to receive an output data sig-
nal and a periodic clock signal, wherein the out-
put driver section is configured to: (i) drive the
output data signal upon the input/output node
during a first portion of a period of the clock sig-
nal, and (ii) electrically couple the input/output
node to a power supply voltage through an

electrical resistance during a remainder of the
period of the clock signal.

15. The input/output driver circuit as recited in claim 14,
wherein the output driver section operates in a drive
mode during the first portion of the period of the
clock signal and operates in a terminate mode dur-
ing the remainder of the period of the clock signal.

16. The input/output driver circuit as recited in claim 14,
wherein the output driver section comprises:

driver control logic coupled to receive the out-
put data signal and the periodic clock signal,
wherein the driver control logic is configured to
produce a first and second control signals;

a first switching element coupled to the input/
output node;

a first electrical resistance coupled between the
first switching element and a first power supply
voltage;

wherein the first switching element is coupled
to receive the first control signal and configured
to electrically couple the input/output node to
the first power supply voltage through the first
electrical resistance in response to the first con-
trol signal;

a second switching element coupled to the in-
put/output node;

a second electrical resistance coupled between
and the second switching element and a sec-
ond power supply voltage;

wherein the second switching element is cou-
pled to receive the second control signal and
configured to electrically couple the input/out-
put node to the second power supply voltage
through the second electrical resistance in re-
sponse to the second control signal; and

wherein the driver control logic generates the
first and second control signals such that the
first and second switching elements: (i) drive
the output data signal upon the input/output
node during the first portion of the period of the
clock signal, and (ii) electrically couple the in-
put/output node to the first power supply volt-
age through the first electrical resistance during
the remainder of the period of the clock signal.

17. The input/output driver circuit as recited in claim 16,
wherein the driver control logic includes timing logic
coupled to receive the periodic clock signal and
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configured to produce an output signal which is as-
serted for the first portion of the period of the clock
signal.

18. The input/output driver circuit as recited in claim 17,
wherein the timing logic is triggered by periodic tran-
sitions of the clock signal from a first voltage level
to a second voltage level.

19. The input/output driver circuit as recited in claim 17,
wherein the driver control logic generates the first
and second control signals in response to the timing
logic output signal such that the first and second
switching elements: (i) drive the output data signal
upon the input/output node when the timing logic
output signal is asserted, and (ii) electrically couple
the input/output node to the first power supply volt-
age through the first electrical resistance when the
timing logic output signal is deasserted.

20. The input/output driver circuit as recited in claim 14,
further comprising an input section including:

a differential amplifier having a first input termi-
nal coupled to the input/output node and receiv-
ing the input signal and a second input terminal
coupled to receive a reference voltage, wherein
the differential amplifier is configured to pro-
duce an output signal dependent upon a volt-
age difference between the input signal and the
reference voltage; and

a memory element coupled to receive the out-
put signal and the clock signal, wherein during
a transition of the clock signal from a first volt-
age level to a second voltage level, the memory
element is configured to store the output signal
and to provide the output signal as the input da-
ta signal at an output terminal.
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